Council Fears US Troop Decision to Hurt Hafaling Peace Process

**Public Order Police Deployment Approved**

**Unknown Gunmen Abduct Five Passengers**

**Mutasim Supports Govt-Taliban Peace Negotiations**

**Four Polish Soldiers Cleared of Afghan War Crime**

**Projects Marshed by Craft, Allege Residents**

**Faizabad - Residents and civil society activists on Sunday alleged a majority of development projects were under way with the aid of a brazen corruption in northeastern Badakhshan province.**

**Mutasim Supports Govt-Taliban Peace Negotiations**

**All MPs Faced with Security Threat: Deputy Speaker**

**KARL - Hailing efforts at improved bilateral relations, a former Pakistani foreign minister has said peace and development in Afghanistan will not be possible without Pakistan’s support.**

**Spokesperson for Joint-Terrorism-Strategic-Counter**

**KABUL - The official body overseeing the Afghan forces and other influential players in the region have criticised President Ashraf Ghani for pushing for U.S. troops to stay long enough to ‘hurt the chances of ending the Taliban insurgency.’**

**Unknown Gunmen Abduct Five Passengers**

**Mazar-e-Sharif**

- At least five more passengers have been abducted by the unknown gunmen in northern Balkh, the tragic incident dramatically increasing the abduction of 31 passengers from southern Zabul, with their fate still unknown. These five passengers were kidnapped yesterday evening from Sholgara district, the district governor Sergeant Abil Ahmad said. Providing further details, Abil stated that the search operation has been launched to rescue the abducted. This has been
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